**Abstract**

**Introduction:** While serotonin reuptake inhibitor-based pharmacotherapy in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) results in improvement of clinical symptomatology, about 40--60% of such patients do not attain sufficient relief of obsessive thoughts and compulsive behaviors. Using network-based multimodal imaging combining T1-weighted brain MRI image (T1WI) as well as diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) together, this study explored network-based neural underpinning of treatment response for pharmacotherapy in OCD.

**Methods:** Twenty un-medicated patients diagnosed with OCD and 23 healthy volunteers (HC) participated in this study. After initial clinical assessment and MRI scanning \[3 Tesla T1WI scans and DWI\], OCD patients underwent SRI-based pharmacotherapy for next 4 months and were also assessed for their changed profile of clinical symptomatology with MRI re-scanning. Cortical and subcortical brain structures were reconstructed from individual T1WI and were subsequently parcellated into 64 cortical regions and 14 subcortical regions bilateral, to calculate individualized grey matter (GM) structural covariance matrices. Furthermore, individualized white matter (WM) network matrices of streamline density between these 82 regions were reconstructed by way of deterministic tractography method from DWI images. Finally, graph theory analyses for these individualized, weighed GM or WM matrices were conducted.

**Results:** All of the individualized WM connectome as well as GM connectome \[with sparsity level matched with those of WM connectome per individual\] satisfied small-worldness and modular structure. After 4 months of pharmacotherapy, statistically significant (p \< .05) group by time interactions of eigenvector centrality value were revealed in the left pars triangularis, rostral anterior cingulate and caudal middle frontal cortices, precuneus, transverse temporal cortex, putamen and right cuneus for individualized cortical surface area & subcortical volume structural covariance network; in the left medial orbitofrontal, precentral and supramarginal cortices for individualized cortical thickness & subcortical volume structural covariance network; and in right pallidum as well as in left caudal anterior cingulate and transverse temporal cortices for individualized WM fiber density network, respectively.

**Conclusions:** This study reported pharmacotherapy-related changes of regional network characteristic for individualized GM structural covariance as well as WM fiber density network in OCD patients.
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